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The business benefits from an Oracle Projects health check

The Prō ject health check identifies whether you are getting the most out of your investment in Oracle Projects 

applications.  We will provide you with a clear, detailed analysis of the areas where you can improve the 

performance of your system and its support for your business processes. Most importantly, we will answer all 

the questions you have read above – you will be working with a Prō ject consulting team of accredited Oracle 

E-Business Suite R12.1 Projects Implementation Specialists who understand the business issues you face and 

the capacity of Oracle Projects to deal effectively with them. 
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Are you getting the full value from your Oracle Projects (OP) 
investment?

From just £6K, Prōject will perform a comprehensive health check 
which will identify where your system performance can be improved 
with recommendations on how to achieve this.

KEY BENEFITS

• IDENTIFICATION OF ‘SUB-
OPTIMAL’ ASPECTS OF 
YOUR SYSTEM 

• IDENTIFICATION OF AREAS 
OF ORACLE PROJECTS THAT 
YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND 

• ADVICE ON EXTENDING THE 
USE OF FUNCTIONALITY 
AND APPLICATIONS 

• IDENTIFICATION OF 
QUICK WINS FROM MINOR 
ENHANCEMENTS TO SET-UP 
AND PROCESSES 

• IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF 
UPGRADING OR EXPANDING 
YOUR ORACLE PROJECTS 
FOOTPRINT 

FURTHER BENEFITS

• ADVICE ON IMPROVEMENTS 
TO ENHANCE PROJECTS  
CONTROL AND REPORTING 

• IDENTIFICATION OF 
TRAINING NEEDS 

Is your Oracle Projects suite working hard enough 
for you?

• Are your business processes aligned with the software? 

• Are you using all the functionality available to you?

• Are you utilising all available and licensed application 

modules?

• Do you know what other functionality could improve business 

processes?

• Would an upgrade to a later release give you any benefits?

Financial Management

Supply Chain Management

Human Resource Management

Project Portfolio Management

CRM 

Key



Prōject is an independent consultancy 

providing specialist business process and 

finance systems advice.

Prōject has built a reputation for delivering 

complete, integrated solutions that address 

business needs and meet corporate strategies. 

Working in both the public and private sectors, 

we support finance departments and wider 

business communities. 

We combine our accounting, business, 

reporting, functional and technical expertise 

to help clients recognise the true value 

of E-Business Suite modules, Business 

Intelligence (BI) and BI applications.

Prōject is an accredited business partner  

with a number of software providers.  

For full details, please visit:  

www.project.eu.com/accreditations.
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Calling on industry experience to create a bespoke diagnosis 

Once our consulting team has built a complete understanding of your Oracle Projects challenges, they will 

design a bespoke health check to focus on your areas of concern, including: Project Foundation, Project Costing, 

Project Billing, Project Management, Project Collaboration, Project Contracts, Project Resource Management and 

Project Portfolio Analysis.

Our team will also review the integration between your Oracle Project applications and other Oracle modules, 

your organisation model, accounting setup, flexfields and security, guided by your needs. Our review can be as 

broad and deep as you specify, extending to: 

• New R12 applications and functionality, including sub ledger accounting 

• Peripheral modules, integrated third party applications and customisations  

• Additional OP applications 

• Specific OP modules and associated business processes 

• Specific business processes and associated OP modules 

• End business solutions, e.g. project to profit,  

• Integrated application family suite, including modules from Financial Management, Supply Chain 

Management, HR and BI Applications. 

Collaborative health check approach 

A Prō ject health check allows you to remain in control of the scope of the process and outcomes. You will be 

working with a Prō ject team of accredited Oracle E-Business Suite R12.1 Projects Implementation Specialists. 

The health check process is carried out in three phases: 

Orientation Delivery / analysis Report

Prō ject consultants work with your 
key stakeholders to understand 
and plan the scope of work and 
deliverables, identifying problems 
needing a special focus. During the 
health check we investigate with your 
teams to a depth determined by you.

We employ consulting experience 
and diagnostic tools to analyse 
your organisation’s Oracle Projects 
implementation. Our discovery 
approach is informed by the 
orientation phase, especially the 
focus areas. Following information 
gathering, our consultants apply their 
expertise and experience to analyse 
and collate all findings. 

Our comprehensive health check 
report typically includes a priority 
action plan, strategies, advice, 
upgrade indicative costs, timescales, 
roadmaps and recommended system 
configuration changes. You will then 
be fully briefed should you decide 
to call upon us to respond to the 
outcomes of the health check.

Costs and timescale

Cost:   From £6,000 

Timescale:  From five days 

The precise timescale and cost of a Prō ject Projects health check will vary depending on your specific 

requirements. The parameters of a health check are agreed in advance, including cost and delivery schedule. 


